Introduction
There are three generations of technology platforms: the first platform being mainframes, the second Internet, personal computers, and local area networks, the third platform delivers computing anywhere, immediately, and allows organizations to deploy and consume computing resources in shared communities. The blockchain technology based on the capability of the third platform [28] .
The concept of universal digital currency without a centralized intermediary (like a bank or government) has existed for the past more than 30 years. At the time of Digicash development, a lot was said about the growth of decentralized applications that could lead to major global changes by solving problems of mass surveillance, on-line participation and democratic governance [7] .
The first successful cryptocurrency Bitcoin [18] was based on the blockchain technology. And since then it is known that the blockchain is a public ledger (a distributed database) for all transactions and it resolves the double-spend problem by combining peer-to-peer technology with public-key cryptography. Literally, a blockchain is a chain of blocks of information that 
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Nowadays the blockchain technology is considered as the most significant invention after the Internet. If the latter connects people to realize on-line business processes, the former could decide the trust problem by peer-to-peer networking and public-key cryptography. The purpose of this paper is to consider on distinct use cases at the all-pervasive impact of the blockchain technology and look at this as an inalienable part of our daily life.
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